
New Road, an exciting new exhibition curated by Ludovica Palmieri, will be 
showcasing at the 
N°20 Gallery in London Islington  on 17thth of February 2018 .  This exhibition 
came about as a result of the project entitled A-Head, which was conceived by 
the italian mental health charity, Angelo Azzurro, with the primary aim being to 
promote awareness of mental health issues.  An important aspect of the project 
was to provide a series of workshops during which various artists, therapists, 
musicians and fashion designers were able to collaborate with patients with a 
range of psychological, physical and emotional needs, to create various pieces 
of art as part of their rehabilitation. The New Road exhibition has been divided 
into three sections:
 
The Main, dedicated to the work of artists Luca Guatelli, Barbara Salvucci and 
Giovanni Calemma . 

New Perspectives the second section,celebrates works produced by the 
service users during the art workshops organised by the charity. 

London Calling, the third section, dedicated to London-based artists who have 
donated their works for the charity raffle

The Main showcases the work of the three artists who have demonstrated 
consistent support for the charity during the last few years, by developing and 
delivering workshops for the service users. Whilst coming from very different 
backgrounds, all three are fully committed to promoting the charity’s positive 
and life-affirming message encapsulated in their mission statement, which 
invites service users and others to, ‘overcome one’s limits’ and to ‘keep going 
beyond the invisible, unconscious barriers that we often impose upon 
ourselves. ‘

Luca Guatelli presents Light Street, a work from 2009, which aims to 
represent the ascension in relation to suffering, in a rather potent and explicit 
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manner. The work openly explores, and seeks to express, the universal state of 
being whereby individual growth depends upon confrontation with, and the 
overcoming of, personal suffering. 
Alongside “Light Street”, you will find a site- specific work, “Let me think 
about”, which is a product of Guatelli’s most recent research. During what 
proved to be a cathartic experience, the artist transforms drawings and 
portraits into delicate flower sculptures. The ‘flowers’ blossom from branches 
of dead trees, which in turn brings them back to life, and so by extension 
delivers the artist’s very personal and intimate view of nature.

Giovanni Calemma presents his most recent work, which is part of an ongoing 
project first conceived in 2014. The photographs on display form part of his 
series, ‘Passages’, which is an ongoing work that explores the passing of time, 
including various rites of passage. This project represents a turning point for 
Calemma, since the focus moves from human beings and the interpretation of 
human society, to an exploration of nature. This shift of focus by no means 
diminishes the artist’s interest in the human condition, but instead aims to 
depict his vision of nature as a metaphor for human existence. Here he 
presents two separate images, each of them containing the same symbols 
whilst representing a different meaning. The first image was shot at the Giants 
Causeway in Northern Ireland in 2017. Whilst in the midst of this awe-inspiring 
landscape, he found himself fully immersed in the raw and rugged nature all 
around, and was deeply affected by the discovery of a circular formation, 
seated deep within a rock formation. For him this seemed to represent the 
circle of life and was thus a fundamental symbol for the possibility of positive 
and constructive human relationships. The same symbol then reappears in the 
next image, which was also shot in 2017. Whilst equally powerful, the location 
is in direct contrast to the previous one, this time depicting a decisively urban 
environment, where the circle in this case is the consequence of human 
presence and involvement.

Barbara Salvucci presents two large, untitled works, specifically produced for 
‘New Road’. 
In both works the graphic element, which the artist holds dear, is prevalent. 
The first image is an ink drawing on canvas consisting of nine separate pieces 
that, once united, create a soft and light form that seems to dance about in the 
air. The second one, a 150x135 cm print, is a kind of a contemporary tapestry, 
where the line drawing takes us on a journey. 
Its meaning in this context is not that of tracing a form, but simply of existing, 
of being a fluid movement, continuous and infinite, that invites us to imagine it 
well beyond the canvas edges.
This work is particularly important because it represents the starting point for 
‘Cathartic Meeting’, during which Giovanni Calemma and Barbara Salvucci 
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collaborated using both pairs of their hands to produce work for Angelo 
Azzurro
Following the presentation of ‘Street of Sound’ by Barbara Salvucci, ‘New 
Road’ follows this up with ‘Cathartic Meeting’ by Barbara Salvucci and Giovanni 
Calemma, where photography and drawing blend together to create completely 
new works, metaphors of an imaginary space that shapes a path where nature 
and humanity unite. The work, borne from the collaboration of these two 
mature artists, both of whom have accrued a great deal of personal life 
experience, encapsulates their will to create a visual dialogue where not only 
two different types of research, but also two different techniques, converge 
until they reach a sort of fusion during which the distinctive trait of one gets 
lost in that of the other. When going through the works, one is able to note a 
gradually ascending climax that ultimately blurs the distance between the two 
artistic partners. This meeting point is possible because both artists, whilst 
each traversing their own different life paths, have found something they have 
in common. In essence this can be defined as the continuous search for, and 
affirmation of a solid identity, unique and independent, as a necessary pre-
requisite to being able to create and experience an authentic relationship with 
the other. ‘Cathartic Meeting’, despite being a complex project, can be enjoyed 
on different levels, from first impressions through to deep observations, in 
order to offer the each viewer the chance to derive a very personal experience 
from it.

‘New Perspective’ is a touring project, which showcases the outcomes of 
works produced during collaborations between service users and various 
artists in each of the workshops.  All the works represent moments of passage 
and healing, and culminate in an affirmation of personal identity that many of 
those involved believed were lost to them forever. The Angelo Azzurro 
rehabilitation project has been a feature of the charity’s work since 2009, 
alongside the employment of more traditional therapeutic routes, and has 
demonstrated along the way how much the use of creative activity, when 
recognised and acknowledged as a universal human trait, can stimulate the 
inner creativity of service users, thus becoming a fundamental component of 
the rehabilitation process itself. The mission of this project has always been to 
support young people in developing new creative skills that have in turn been 
instrumental in helping them to pull themselves out of hugely difficult periods 
in their lives then subsequently reintegrating themselves within society. As part 
of this section there will be also some photographic portraits realised with 
photographer Cristina Nunez, as part of the ‘The Self Portrait Experience’ that 
she introduced into the workshops in 2015.

The third section of the exhibition, ‘London Calling’, provides the general public 
with the opportunity to purchase raffle tickets in the hope of winning, and thus 
becoming the owner of, one of these beautiful prizes. Profits made as a result 
of this lottery will go to the charity and thus fund the project itself. The prizes 
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are as follows: two limited edition photographic portraits by Antonio Pagano, 
signed and framed; a special limited edition box of Katia Fiorentino’s Alice’s 
Alphabet, containing all 26 illustrations; four limited edition titles from art 
publisher Morel Books, a publisher specialising in limited edition art and 
photography books; and an haute couture black cape from designer Gabriella 
Bolero, a unique item presented at the 2012 New York Fashion week and used 
by photographer, Richard Corman, when doing a photo shoot of New York 
Ballet dancers.
To launch the ‘New Road’ exhibition, there will be a live electronic music 
performance by Carlo Alberto Mezzavilla.

The mission of the Angelo Azzurro Association, which was founded in 2009 by 
psychiatrists Calapai and Lo Giudice, was to provide support to patients of all 
ages affected by psychological, physical and social problems. The association 
developed individual rehabilitation projects, in order to help the patients and 
their families work towards becoming as independent as possible, with the 
intention of them subsequently no longer needing to rely any further on 
institutions. Angelo Azzurro’s mission also aimed to raise awareness about the 
stigma attached to mental health. Throughout the years, Angelo Azzurro has 
benefited from both public and private financial support. Particularly from 
Foundations such as Vodafone Italy and the Nando & Elsa Peretti Foundation. 
Angelo Azzurro actively supports contemporary art and those artists who 
contribute to their workshops by way of funding the production of their new 
artworks. 
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